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A dedicated and hardworking production employee with over 25 years of 
experience in the manufacturing industry. Skilled in molding machine setup, 
operation and maintenance, inspection and safety. 

JUNE 1989 – 2015
MOLDER III - ABC CORPORATION

 Observed continuous operation of molding machines to ensure that products 
met specifications and to detect malfunctions.

 Brushed or sprayed mold surfaces with parting agents to ensure smoothness 
prevents sticking and changing.

 Cleaned, finished, and lubricate molds and mold parts. mold insert information 
on products when necessary.

 Operated and adjusted controls of hydraulic press equipment to cure rubber 
under heat and pressure in molds.

 Read work orders, follow prints, and examine parts to determine connectors to 
be produced.

 Measured and cut cable products to specified dimensions, using measuring and 
cutting instruments.

 Measure, strip, and crimp wiring to contacts to be bolted into mold arbors 
Packed, or injected rubber into molds.

1986 – 1989
MOLDER - OLSON ALUMINUM CASTINGS

 Manly making sand Molds on what we call the big floor, as well middle floor and 
squeezers, witch are medium to smaller molds.

 Also drive a fork truck and certified through the company.
 As if work is a little slow or if the big floor is filled, I sometime go to shake out, 

witch is dealing to the casting made from the molds, I shake them out also pour 
the metal in to the molds.

 Would say Ive done it all, also know the whole process of making a perfect 
aluminum casting.

 Greatest accomplishment would be I started out in shack out, got hired in, in 
three months witch isnt commen for this company, and became a molder.

 Skills Used Team work always, communication, issues with molds, I know how to
tell it their bad, and fixing problems with the molds, patching up pattern.

 Consider molding as an art..
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EDUCATION

SKILLS

Machine Operator, molding, break press operating .
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